This study explores the eschatology of the Dutch theologian A A Van Ruler, including his views on the kingdom of God. This kingdom is the reign of God coming from the future, creating in the present the tension between the already and the not yet. In one sense, the kingdom is already among us and this study reveals how Van Ruler describes the presence of the future in his theology. The study commences by placing Van Ruler's eschatology in the wide range of different eschatologies. Next it gives an exposition of Van Ruler's views of the kingdom of God in relation to some others aspects of his theology, notably his emphasis on the creation.
There is also a subsidiary aim included in this research, namely to make a brief comparison with the theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg. It is secondary and brief in aim, for it is not the intention to arrive at a full comparison of these two theologians; that would alter the boundaries of this research. Yet the similarities in their patterns of thought and concepts is remarkable and one cannot escape the strong impression that these two theologians have comparable theological and eschatological ideas, though there is no indication that they collaborated in their work. In fact it may be concluded that in some of his ideas on the presence of the future Van Ruler pre-dates Pannenberg. Protestant and Roman Catholic Theological Issues, New York 1961, 89-105. 5 It is unfortunate that often in the translation the play on words is lost. It is not always possible to translate his images in such a manner that the meaning is immediately apparent. Sometimes they need explanation, as e.g. with this image: " The Spirit renews our lives, but does this particularly by helping us to discover our sin. He (Spirit) is like Keith the 'gas dog' (Kees de gashond) who discovers the leakages." Apparently a dog (called Keith) was used to discover where gas leakages occurred. The idea that the Spirit helps us to discover a dangerous nuisance, like Keith the dog did, is original, to say the least. 6 Not surprisingly, his radio morning devotions were popular throughout the Netherlands for a long period of time.
There is one more word that needs to be mentioned, namely 'existence' (existentie). In English one would not use it abstractly but usually speak of the existence of 'something'.
In Dutch the word can be used in general to mean things like the creation, the world, the universe, humankind, or reality as a whole. Van Ruler was in the habit of using it rather loosely, usually speaking about creation. would not have been able to produce this dissertation in the required form.
The first professor who instilled a love for theology in me was Professor Dr Klaas Runia (07.03.1926 -14.10.2006) . To his memory I dedicate this work.
